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Scope and Coverage

This encyclopedia covers the following research categories:
“Earth and the Environment”, “History”, “Literature and
Arts”,“Medicine”, “People”,“Philosophy and religion”, “Places”,
“Plants and Animals”, “Science and Technology”, “Social
Sciences and the Law”, “Sports and Everyday life”.

Articles on the above mentioned categories are taken from
journals like Medical journals named “Medical Discoveries”;
Business magazines like economics magazines (“The American
Economy”), trade magazines (“Leading American Businesses”);
Government magazines like applied and social science magazines
(“Child Abuse and Domestic Violence”), legal and political
magazines (“National Survey of State Laws”); Academic
magazines like scholarly magazines(“Something About the

Author”), science magazines (“Genetics and Genetic
Engineering”), educational magazines (“Pollution A to Z”);
Sports and life magazines like culture magazines (“UXL
Newsmakers”), political and business magazines (“International
Directory of Company Histories”), social science magazines
(“Gambling: What’s at Stake?”).
The encyclopedia also provides information from following
reference sources:
Dictionaries (e.g.“The Oxford Pocket Dictionary of Current
English”, “The Oxford Dictionary of Phrase and Fable”,
“The Oxford Dictionary of Abbreviations”, “The Concise Oxford
Dictionary of Music”, “The Concise Oxford Dictionary of
English Etymology” etc.), Thesauruses, Pictures, and Press
Releases, Encyclopedias(e.g. “Worldmark Encyclopedia of the
States”, “Encyclopedia of Education”, “Encyclopedia of Science
and Religion” etc.), Almanacs, Transcripts, and Maps;News
Wires, White Papers, and Books.

Kind of Information

The entries are arranged category wise (which are mentioned
above). The entries include information gathered from different
types of reference sources.
In the entry like “Gem” from the section “Mineralogy and
Crystallography” under the sub category “Minerals, Mining, and
Metallurgy” (it falls within the main category named “Earth and
the Environment”) , the information is provided from following
sources:
The Columbia Encyclopedia, 6th ed., 2016
The Oxford Pocket Dictionary of Current English, 2009
World Encyclopedia, 2005
The Concise Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology, 1996.
The information collected from the Columbia Encyclopedia
incorporates properties of gems, gem and diamond cutting, other
gemstones, types of gemstones, precious and semiprecious
gemstones (e.g. diamonds, emerald, pearl etc.), counterfeit
gemstones. Various gemstones are hyperlinked which leads to
further information on that particular gemstone.
The article also includes coloured images taken from Wikimedia
Commons.
The article includes bibliographical references, provision for
citing the article according to a citation style like MLA, APA and
Chicago Manual of Style.
The information on “Gem” collected from The Oxford Pocket

Dictionary of Current English includes pronunciation, meaning,
part of speech, usage of the word “Gem”.
Under the “Tools” option available in the right side of the entry,
there are options like “Print this article”, “Print all entries for this
topic”, “Cite this article”.
In another article named “Behaviorism”, the information are
gathered from the sources like:
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2008
New Dictionary of the History of Ideas, 2005
Encyclopedia of Science and Religion, 2003
Dictionary of American History, 2003.
The article also includes bibliographical references.
It includes pictures, videos where applicable.

Special Features

 Direct links to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc.
 This encyclopedia organizes information from different
reference sources. It accumulates the information from
renowned printed reference sources. Encyclopedia.com has
more than 100 trusted sources, including encyclopedias,
dictionaries, and thesauruses with facts, definitions,
biographies, synonyms, pronunciation keys, word origins, and
abbreviations. It gives the user on a particular topic the
definition from dictionaries, an overview of the topic from
encyclopedias, the synonymous and other type of relationships
with other word (where applicable) and articles from other
journals.

Arrangement Pattern

List of categories with their sub categories, list of all the
reference sources used by the encyclopedia, list of reference
entries from particular reference sources, all are found by clicking
on the three horizontal bars button in the top right corner of the
main page. The same lists are also found by clicking on the
“Research categories” option, situated just beside the three bar
button.
Categories are arranged alphabetically. The sub categories under
categories and sections under sub categories are also arranged
alphabetically. This encyclopedia covers the following research
categories:“Earth and the Environment”, “History”, “Literature
and Arts”,“Medicine”, “People”,“Philosophy and religion”,
“Places”, “Plants and Animals”, “Science and Technology”,
“Social Sciences and the Law”, “Sports and Everyday life”.
Within the category “People” there are sub categories like “Food

and Drink”, “History”, “Literature and the Arts”, “Medicine” etc.
Within “Medicine” there are sections like “Biochemistry:
Biographies”, “Cell Biology: Biographies” etc. arranged
alphabetically. Within the section “Biochemistry: Biographies”
there are biographies of various biochemists (e.g. Joseph
Needham, Har Gobind Khorana etc.).

The name of the reference sources are arranged category wise
(mentioned above in the Scope and Coverage portion).
The free reference entries are also arranged alphabetically and
provision for browsing by letter is available. Under alphabet “G”
there are entries like “gam”, “Gambian”, “Gambling, sociology
of” etc. are arranged in alphabetic order.
In the main page of the site the articles are also arranged under
the headings named “Featured topics” and “Other popular
topics”.The topics under those two broad categories are arranged
in previously mentioned categories.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

It is easy for the users to get information on a particular topic
from different type of reference sources under one roof in this
encyclopedia. This encyclopedia provides information from
printed popular reference sources which gives the readers an
opportunity to bask in the effulgence of printed sources through
the screen of electronic media.
 Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page)
 New World Encyclopedia
(http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Info:Main_
Page)
 Britannica.com (http://www.britannica.com/)
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